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INTR.ODUCTION

by Lambeck, R. Sabad,ini o"nd E. Boschi

Viscosiry is one of the important material properties of the Eanh, controlling tectonic and
aynamió processes such'as mantle convècti,on, isostasy, and. glacial rebound. Yet it
rémains a poorly resolved parameter and basic questions such as whether the planet's
iãrpånr" tó toading is linear or non-linear, or wñat are its depth and lateral variations
reniain uncertain. Þart of the answer to such questions lies in lãboratory obsewations of
the iheology of terrestrial materials. But the ex-trapolation of.such.measÌuements from the
iubotototf'"nvironment to the geological environment is a hazardous and vexing
;;ã;;iìíg;ior neither rhe time ícalesior the strain rates charactenzing the.geological
pñ;;G 

"ãn 
U" reproduced in the laboratory. General rules for this extrapolation are that

if deformation is o'bserved in the laboratory at a particular temperature, deformation in
gìol,ogicat environments will occur at a much reduCed temperature, and that if at laboratory
;;ñä;"; parricular deformation mechanism dominates over all others, the reiative
irnpónonð" ofþossible mechanisms qay be quite different at the geologically -"""-o-1n:1t:g
srräin rates. Hènce experimental results are little more than guidelines as to how the Eafih
rt.V ièipó"¿ to tor""'r on long time scales. Answers to the question as to what is the
ápp'ropriäte responses of rhe Eirth to forces acting upon it therefore rest largely lPon the
ã'nãiyiit of thðse very processes, using a variéty gf eeolhVsical, .ge.ochemical. and

seolóeical observarioní oi the action and lhe reactioñ. Thii alio is a high risk undertaking,
iultn ine danger being that the deduced response is only as good as any assumptlons made
about the forões ttrat lead to that deformation.

The study of the viscosity of the Earth therefore, requires a number of diflferent
approaches'that hopefully lead to convergence on the real viscosity strucn¡re of the-planet as

"íJri-^r 
ióãO to inåprovéa understandiñg of the forces acting on the Earth. Numerous

eeóptrysicat observationspoint to a non--elastic response whèn the Earth is subjected.to
F;t"';: 'irt"v *g" (Figurä 1) from rhe attenuation ôf seismic waves in the mantle, to the

iãe i" rh" i.iponsË oi th-e planet to tidal and rotational forces, to the rebound of the crust to

;;ã"*;i;;i^-ñ;ú;¿i"e,lõ ,ñ" generat achievement of the state of isostatic compensation of

ìòol uñorr"fies within"ihã ftho"sphere, to the occurrence of mantle convection, and to the

slow relaxation of stresses in thË lithosphere. These phenomena cover a broad frequency

span from one Hertz 610'14 Hertz and lower. The deformations are also occurring in

;ð;;;* t" ; wiãe range of stress magnitudes; from a few hundred MPa to less than one

iøËu."înã ðU¡"ðúr" iË ttr"rèior" to ñnd a stress relaxation-function that describes the

iæp""* õf iñË Barttt over a wide range 9{ -freguelcie¡ a1d stress,values. This res-ponse

*uï, in addition, ¡e reÀionatty variablã within tire Éarth. Even with a number of different

;;;ú;täiäurå*uiio"rr uuuítubl", few details about the nature of this rqsponje. fulction

fi;;ã';äî;;*;;s"d itpãnnit ur to ruy that we understand the viscosity of.the.Flârth.
i+""", inii.aã of"."uiõning for highly rêalistic viscosity models,. current emphasis is on

"rì^uii'rti"g 
èrrecnuaparáËt"t"rs íhui describe the re.sponse of the Earth, or-part o{ the

ffhÑÉ; loads of a ianicutar load cycle or of a particular.magnitude are applied. These

.ff..tiu" viscosity pata*"tets, howevei they may 6e defined, are analogout in T-ulìy Yll:
to the Love numbers introduced to define the elastic response of the planet'. At tne nlgn

freouencv end of the spectrum illustrated in Figure I this parameter ls otten detlned as tne

li-"1.1-p."in. dissipatioi function. At the low Èequency end of the spectn¡m this parameter

ii ofte'n defined in terms of an effective Newtonian viscosity'



X

Geophysical evidence points to a substantial fîrst order stratification in viscosity: a high
viscosity lithosphere, an intermediâte viscosity mantle, and a very low -viscosity (oute^r)
core. Tipical dipth averaged values for these ihree layers would be 1ç25-1926 Pã s, 1021
Pa s aná >>tOO Pa s. The-viscosity of the lithosphgrè, with an effective relaxation time
constant (defined as viscosity/rigidity) of about i07 years, is an important parameter in
studies of tectonic processes that occur on time scales of a million years or longer. Such
processes include mountain building tectonics, sedimentary basin formation and continental
margin evolution. In such examples, the mantle can often be considered to respond as a
perfèct fluid to any stresses transmitted to it through the lithosphere. Geophysical
þrobtems thar exist for estimating the viscosities of this layer include the lithospheric
deformations produced by sediment or volcanic loading. The big uncertainty here is the
need to know the loading histories of the sediments and the volcanics. For example, rareiy
if ever, are the conditions implied by the widely used mathematical models for seamount
loading studies, met.

An important line of evidence for the mantle viscosity comes from the Earth's gravity
field. Observations of this or of the geoid point to the existence of large scale density
anomalies distributed throughout the mantle and these can be interpreted in two
fundamentally different ways. Either the mantle is sufficiently rigid to be able to support
the density anomalies throughout geological time and they reflect conditions early in the
planet's life, or the anomalies are supported by mantle convection and they reflect the
dynamic nature of the Earth. Depending upon one's perceptions of planet Earth, the
gravity data can be used to reinforce either view. Few adherents to the first, static,
interpretation can now surely be found, but it remains of interest to examine the debate
between advocates of the two interpretations in the era before plate tectonics because this
emphasises once again the very fundamental ambiguity in the interpretation of this
important data set and that the outcome is strongly dependent on one's prejudices.
Fortunately there has been progress. In particular, the seismic evidence for global lateral
variations in P- and S- wave velocities has been important for mapping the three
dimensional structure of the Earth. It has now become possible to invert the gravity and
seismic velocity data subject to appropriate boundary bonditions, to effectively estimate the
flow field that is required to support this three-dimensional structure, to predict the plate
motions that would result from this flow field, and then to adjust the mantle rheology
model so as to produce the best fit of predicted and observed plate velocity fields. Within
this calculation there is clearly scope for different assumptions and perceptions to be
introduced but to insist on this would be to distract from some wonderful work that has
been done in recent years towards solving this problem, some of which is reported in this
volume.

The viscous response of the Eanh to forces on much shorter time scales is controlled
primarily by the mantie and here the Iithosphere can often be treated as a simple elastic
layer. Thus, by examining the response of the planet to surface loads of distinctly different
ioading cycles, it becomes possible to separate the viscosity of the lithospherefrom that of
the mantle. The primary evidence for mantle deformation on time scales of l0r - 104 yea¡s
is the rebound of the crust following upon the glacial unloading, in latest Pleistocene time,
of the great ice sheets over northern Europe and North America. As the ice sheets decay,
the surface load is reduced, flow in the mantle is induced towa¡ds the region beneath the
formerly glaciated areas, and rebound of the crust results long after the original ice load has
vanished. Maximum thicknesses of the past ice sheets have reached three kilometers and
more so that stresses of the order of 100 MPa are transmitted to the mantle causing this
layer to flow with a characteristic time scale that is determined by its viscosity.
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Observations of the ongoing rebound therefore can constrain models of mantle viscosity
U"""ãtn i¡" ice sheets iítheiistory of glacial loading and unloading is ade.quately known'
More subtle changes also occur. As the ice sheets melt, the ocean volume ls lncreased ano
i"ul""ãi"u. riseîy 100 -150 m. The small stresses transmitted by this increased surface
iãuaãpp"* to be súfficienr to produc€ flow- in the mantle, away from beneath the oceans to
ù;";ilï the adjacenr continents. This produces a small tilting and warping of continental
margins, obsefuations of which permii, in principle at least,.estimates to be made ot the
."unitàlir"osity beneath. Here the question of láteral variations within the upper mantle
becomes important.

An important area of progress in the past two decades has been the recognition that the
gtucìaftËUound problem is iglobat one;- that a close interaction exists befween the response

ãf the mantle and crust beneãth and immediately adjacent to the forme¡glaciatld regions

and the sea level change along distant continental shorelines and ocean islands. By caretul
ðo*Uinations of obseiarioni of sea level change from these different localides, and by

;;i"gì;iñãt¡n f-* differenmime interval¡ {uring Late Pleisrocene and Holocene time,

ilËd;; possible ro separare out some of the pãrameters that influence the rebound

-J"f, ¡"ift Eontt and ice sheet parameters, and io make progress in understanding the

solid Earth as well as the ice ages.

The glacial rebound problem !s larfly new. T.F. Jamiesonis generally credited with the

orisin;l suggestion, -ãd. in 1865, that the many elevated sho-relines in northern Europe

;ii;i"diäri"è åftità È"ntr's adjustment to the rèmoval of the Late Pleistocene ice sheets'

ñ.S. Stãi"i, reporting in f gZ+ on the apparent changing shorelines along theNe* llqlil9
coast of North Ameñca, made a similar suggestion. Attempts to q-tlântltatlv!]y mooet tnts

iãUoun¿ occurred oniy muctr later witÉ-solutions by N.A- llaskell, E' Niskane-n'-e-. 
õ"r*b"rg, un¿ p.À.Î"ning tø.in"s1in the 1940's. Ii the 1960's and ear-lY 197.0's the

õ-Ul"* wö reinvestigated "by A.L. Bloom, R K. McConnell, R.J. O'Connell' and

fr'.i.W"i""ti-unà in tfrJt"iJ *'d lut"t half of the 1970's UV L.V. Cathles, J'A' Clark'

wji. Fãrtiã., ¡. Cr,appãli, 
"n¿ 

otrr"it. The glacial rebound iroblem continues to remain

onä of the ólassicai;;;bË;t ;f geoptryiics and continuès to draw the attention of

;;phiti.ittt ana geoíogiits. Each îmè the problem. uppq-: lg tue 
been resolved' new

Ëonhióting observãtionihave been found, coïtradictioni in interpretation of theory have

been idenúfied, or numerical methods have been improved'

Several factors account for this ongoing interest in the subject' One is that it is one of the

most aDDropriate experiments foí esíimating the mantle's. non-elastic lesponse.on

il;.ä;"dñ'öñsiáË;üt* und tt" detðrmination of this t :p.":-" fl1i*:T:':31
iô-un¿é6tundïng th"e dynamics of the Earth. A second reason is that a gr€at wealtn ot new

seomomholoeicat euiáè;., oì ,"u level change in rhe recenr geological pasr has bqcopg

"ïiñì'";;ã"*ttiltt 
ir i*porranr for consuain-ing rebound models. A third reason is that

Itre proutem tras uecoåe råãr*i to¿uy in rhe coñtext of the enhanced "greenhouse effect"'

fi,fi rh;;ilæ ,tru, in order to understand the present and.future it is imperative that we

undersrand rhe pasr, the Late Pleistocene and Holocene data are becom_ing :l:-:,1"::1
inrerest for undeìstanding possible future changes in. sea level. Can the past behavt:^l: ?j
sea level serve as a guideló how the present residual ice sheets may respond to lncreases rn

temperature and to rising levels of the sea?

A fourth reason for the ongoing interest in the subject, and perhaps one as good as.any of

rhe orhers, is tire sireer c-háiiË"Ëó'"f 
" 

pióUlem that ñas so mahy faõets to it. An evaluation

;i-rñ" p-;;tË- i"q"ii"r r.à*iñãrio" ór glaciological evidence, of ice sheet models, and of



Ï" rn""trunisms that cause the ice sheets to wax and wane. It requires the analysis of
complex and varied indicators of past sea-level change. It requires an assessment of other
tectonic factors that perturb the vertical relationship between sea level and the crust. It
requires the modelling of the solid Earth's mechanicàl response to the complex spatial and
temporal varia¡ions in the surface loads of ice and water. It includes the evaluation of other
consequences of this load redistribution; of changes in the Earth's inertia tensor, in the
Earth's rotation, and in the orbital motions of satellites about the planet.

Whether in the process of pursuing our search for the ultimate solution we have lea¡nt
much more about the actual viscosity structure of the Earth is perhaps a point of debate.
What we have attained in this sea¡ch is a much better understanding of the workings of the
Earth in its broadest sense. The range of stimulating papers in this volume attests to this.

High L¡w
Frequency

Figure 1. Schematic spectrum of geophysical phenomena that contain information on the
Earth's non-elastic behaviour and stress relaxation. Two possible stress relaxation
functions a¡e illusrated.
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